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LIFE IS NOW A LITTLE COOLER!
Celebrating a new decade with more smart solutions 

It’s hard to believe it’s been TEN years since 
I pinned together the first PackIt prototype on my 
dining room table. The success of our business has 
truly surpassed my wildest dreams; our collection 
of smart solutions is now carried in more than 
20 countries and beloved by millions of families 
worldwide. Sure, my life is a little more hectic now (in 
the best way!), but that’s true for all of us. It seems 
like we’re always on the run, totally dependent on our 
mobile devices that help us stay in touch and do it all. 

But just because we’re more connected than ever, 
that doesn’t mean we’re making more connections 
with each other. When’s the last time you took lunch 
away from your desk to chat with a co-worker? 
Or slowed down for a leisurely glass of wine with 
friends? It’s these human moments that inspired me 
to create PackIt in the first place, and it’s what we 
think long and hard about when we carefully design 
our groundbreaking coolers. 

With our 2020 collections, our mission was to create 
technology-driven products for life on-the-go that 
actually grow with you. We offer something special 
for everyone, from pregnant moms-to-be who need 
the best nutrition to those who want to take their 
favorite adult beverages to places far and wide. 
We invite you to bring PackIt on your journey—and 
to create more of those one-on-one moments that 
make life so enjoyable.

As always, I welcome your feedback. Please keep in 
touch with us at sales@packit.com and let us know 
how we can help your business thrive together.

MELISSA KIELING
PackIt Co-Founder and CEO
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Finally, a cooler that actually cools! PackIt is a foldable, freezable bag that keeps 

food and drinks cool anywhere. It works just like a refrigerator on-the-go, chilling 

your food and drinks for hours. Freezable gel is built into the walls  of the bag so 

there’s no need for extra ice packs to keep items cool. 

Our cooling isn’t just powerful—it’s also patented! PackIt’s groundbreaking 

technology is protected by US Patent 8-209-995-82.

THE BAG THAT'S AN ICE PACK™

1. Fold or Flatten

2. Freeze Overnight

3. Pack and Go!

It's Just THAT Easy!

PACKIT’S PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

The secret
is the cooler’s 

freezable
gel walls

Every PackIt Freezable Cooler 
includes 2-4 built-in gel packs 

for 360˚cooling



It was four years ago that we welcomed Peyton Trilling, 
an extraordinary 8-year old, into the PackIt family as an 
adorable model for our product catalog.  She won the 
hearts of every single one of us and soon became 
a newly-adopted member of the team.

At the age of 9 years old, Peyton – who has always 
had a passion for the Vegan lifestyle – was a budding 
entrepreneur on a mission to educate the world on 
the health benefits of the Vegan diet she had whole 
heartedly embraced.
 
In 2018, this spirited, young female entrepreneur was 
named as a PackIt ambassador to help launch our 
new collection of customizable bento containers. Her 
passion and dedication to making a real impact aligns 
directly with our core PackIt principles. The relationship 
was a victory; one that led to a very successful product 
launch of which we were all 
so proud. 
 
Then in 2019 at age 11, Peyton was diagnosed with 
a very rare form of childhood cancer, Ewing Sarcoma. 
This disease affects about 250 children a year, globally.

Today we stand with Peyton to support children who 
suffer from this, and all other forms of cancer – with 
the launch of our P the Super HERo, Classic Lunch Box. 
With each purchase of this very special lunch bag, 
we will support children’s cancer research by donating 
5% of all sales to help find a cure.  
 
This limited-edition pattern represents the notion that 
every super HERo is strong, brave and can overcome 
all fears, obstacles and anything else that life throws 
their way! The print was designed to encourage and 
give power to girls (and boys) to fight for themselves 
and for what’s right.  My heartfelt wish is that anyone 
who purchases this bag feels the positive energy that 
the print conveys. 
 
We hope we can provide a little extra strength to take 
on this terrible disease, and the world. Anyone can be 
a super hero! 
 
Please join us in making a difference!

04  | 2020  |  05P THE SUPER HERo
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FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chill a meal and a 12oz 
(340ml) drink for hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Wider base fits a Mod Lunch Bento™ 
and Mod Snack Bento™ container

• Folds flat and freezes overnight

• Buckle handle clips onto totes and 
strollers

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

You asked for it, we delivered! Our original, bestselling lunch bag is roomier in all the right places. 
Its expanded width and depth easily fits two of our new Mod Lunch and Snack containers with plenty 
of headroom for snacks. A repositioned handle evenly distributes the weight so the front flap always 
stays in place.

FREEZABLE LUNCH BAG

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

FITS

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 9.75"H x 8.5"W x 6.25"D 
Folded: 5.25"H x 8.5"W x 3"D  
 
 
CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

Black
PKT-PC-BAK

Frutopia
PKT-PC-FRU

 Navy Heather
PKT-PC-NVH

Desert Plains
PKT-PC-DSP

Bright Stars
PKT-PC-BRS

 Ice Cream Social
PKT-PC-ISC

Sunset Palms
PKT-PC-SUN
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FREEZABLE CLASSIC LUNCH BOX

FEATURES

•   Gel-lined walls chill a meal 
and a 12oz (340ml) drink for 
hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Fits a Mod Lunch Bento™, Mod 
Snack Bento™ and Flex Bento™ 
containers

• Large zip opening allows for fast 
top-load packing and locks in cool, 
dry air

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight

• Buckle handle conveniently attaches 
to messenger bags, backpacks and 
sports bags

• Zip pocket stores ID cards or wipes

•  Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

Throwback lunch boxes meet new tech in these stylish horizontal silhouettes, ideal for kids to eat 
well anywhere, at any time. The top-load design makes it easy to pack flat and the buckle handle 
clip is convenient for travel to and from school, daycare and sports activities.

Mod Snack Bento™ Mod Lunch Bento™

FITS

Flex Bento™

DIMENSIONS

Standing: 8”H x 10”W x 4.5”D 
Flattened: 8”H x 10.25”W x 2”D 
 
 
CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

Black
PKT-CB-BAK

Spaceman
PKT-CB-SPA

 P The Super HERo
PKT-CB-PEY

Rainbow Sky
PKT-CB-RNS

Sweet Space
PKT-CB-SWS

Venom
PKT-CB-VNM

Wild Leopard Orange
PKT-CB-WLO
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FREEZABLE SNACK BAG

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chill fresh snacks 
for hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Rectangular base allows for carrying 
a small container

• Unique wide opening zipper design 
secure items inside bag and allow 
easy access on the go

• Collapses flat for compact storage  
in the freezer

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

Designed for snacks, medicine and cosmetics, this petite bag is perfect for traveling short distances. 
The tapered design is ultra-portable and fits into any corner of your backpack, tote or gym bag. 

DIMENSIONS

Standing: 5”H x 9”W x 4”D  
Flattened: 5.25”H x 9.5”W x 1.25”D 
 
 
CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

Navy Leaves
PKT-SN-NAL

Black
PKT-SN-BAK
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Triangle Stripes
PKT-SX-TST

FREEZABLE SNACK BOX

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chill fresh snacks 
and and a 12oz (340ml) drink for 
hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Rectangular shape allows for 
carrying a small container or small 
bottle

• Buckle handle clips onto totes, 
backpacks, strollers and more

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

Roomy enough to chill snacks and a small bottled drink for an afternoon outing, its small profile still 
fits snugly inside larger bags. The new buckle handle clips onto strollers or backpacks for added 
convenience.

Spaceman
PKT-SX-SPA

Black
PKT-SX-BAK

Rainbow Sky
PKT-SX-RNS

DIMENSIONS

Standing: 5”H x 9”W x 4.5”D 
Flattened: 4.5”H x 11”W x 1.5”D 
 
 
CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)
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FREEZABLE HAMPTON LUNCH BAG

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chill a meal, snack 
and a 12oz (340ml) drink for hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Wide rectangular base fits a Mod 
Lunch Bento™, Mod Snack Bento™, 
Flex Bento™ containers and bottles

• Comfortable shoulder straps

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight

• Reusable, nontoxic and food safe

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

Style meets function with this shoulder tote bag. It features a wide rectangular base that can fit 
our new Flex Bento™, Mod Lunch Bento™ or Mod Snack Bento™ containers perfectly. The shoulder 
straps make this bag easy to carry and is great for work, commuting, or school.

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

Flex Bento™

Desert Plains
PKT-LH-DES 

Wild Leopard Gray
PKT-LH-WLG

Navy Leaves
PKT-LH-NAL

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 8”H x 10.5”W x 7.5”D 
Flattened: 8.5”H x 10.5”W x 2.5”D 
 
 
CASE PACK  
4pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

FITS
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Charcoal
PKT-MU-CHA

FREEZABLE COMMUTER LUNCH BOX

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chill a large meal, 
snacks and a 12oz (340ml) drink 
or 9 cans for hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Fits a Mod Lunch Bento™ and 
Mod Snack Bento™ container

• Rugged 1680D material protects 
items against dirt, sand and water 
and easily wipes clean

• Exterior zip pocket hold utensils, 
napkins, bottle openers, or other 
personal items

• Top haul handle allows for easy 
and comfortable carrying

• Vertical design keeps drinks upright 
and prevents spills

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

The ultimate workhorse, this rugged top-load cooler is great for long days when you’re going 
nonstop. Pack two meals in a pair of our Mod Lunch containers and stash essentials in the zip 
dry pocket. A webbed haul handle makes it simple to carry heavy loads, like water bottles or 
a 6 cans of beer.

Black
PKT-MU-BAK

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 10.25”H x 8.75”W x 6”D 
Flattened: 10.5”H x 9”W x 1.75”D 
 
 
CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

FITS



NEW!
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FREEZABLE EVERYDAY LUNCH BOX

FEATURES

• Chills a large meal with sides,  
sides,snacks and a 12oz (340ml) 
drink for hours or nine 12oz cans

• Fits a PackIt Mod Lunch Bento™ and a 
Mod Snack Bento™ or a Flex Bento™ 
container

• Adjustable strap can be worn 
across the body, on the shoulder, or 
shortened to use as a handle

• Front slip pocket for small 
accessories

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas;food-
safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

DIMENSIONS

Standing: 7"H x 9.5"W x 7.5"D 
Flattened: 2"H x 9.5"W x 7.5"D

CASE PACK  
2pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

This bag was designed with the working professional in mind. The cube shaped cooler provides 
enough room to bring your breakfast and lunch, a drink and a handful of snacks to work. Perfect for 
the avid meal prepper. When you aren’t working, use it to bring up to 9 cans of 12oz beverages along 
with your favorite snacks to the beach or on a quick day trip. The adjustable shoulder strap can be 
worn across the body, over the shoulder, or shorten to use as a handle.

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

Flex Bento™

Black
PKT-EL-BAK

Navy Leaves
PKT-EL-NAL

 Fruitopia
PKT-EL-FRU

FITS



Navy Heather
PKT-WP-NVH

Wild Leopard Gray
PKT-WP-WLO

NEW!
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FREEZABLE 3-IN-1 WAISTPACK

FEATURES

• Enjoy chilled snacks and a small 
drink on the go for hours!

• Adjust the belt to wear around the 
waist or across the chest"

• Removable buckle belt

• Side carry handle to use as a snack 
bag

• Top zip pocket secures credit cards, 
money or a mobile phone.

• Leak-resistant welded liner is easy 
to clean 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas;food-
safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

A hands-free, on-the-go cooler that makes eating healthy, convenient and fun. Wear it three ways: 
around your waist, across the chest or back, or remove the belt to use as a snack bag. Make snacking 
a breeze while on a walk, a leisurely hike, at the amusement park, and more. Have an active pet? 
Keep treats fresh while training or taking them for a walk!

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 4.75"H x 8.75"W x 4.5"D 
Flattened: 4.75"H x 8.75"W x 2.5"D



Fruitopia
PKT-GT-FRU
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Fresh Stripe
PKT-GT-FST

FREEZABLE GROCERY BAG

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls in the base of the 
bag chill perishables, drinks and 
frozen foods for hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight

• Zip closure locks in cool, dry air

•  Top of the bag fits nonperishable 
items 

• Ideal for communities with plastic 
bag bans 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

•   PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

From the checkout aisle to your kitchen, this bag is a must-have for every family on the go. 
Built-in cooling chills meat, dairy, fruits, veggies, frozen food and more. Perfect for a trip to the 
market, the beach or a picnic. 

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 14.5”H x 12.75”W x 7.5”D  
Folded: 7.25”H x 12.75” W x 2.25”D

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

Flex Bento™

FITS

CASE PACK 
 

  6 pc. case | tray included 
 



Celebration Dot
PKT-WN-CED

Fruitopia
PKT-WN-FRU
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FREEZABLE WINE BAG

FEATURES

•   Gel-lined walls chill and protect 
a 750ml-1L bottle of wine, 
water or a large beer bottle for 
hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 

• Unique strap design allows you to 
carry bottle over your shoulder or 
pull the tab and carry by hand

• Rolltop design with buckle closure 
secures bottle in bag and locks in 
cool air

• Flattens to a slim profile for compact 
storage and easy stacking in the 
freezer 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

An ingenious approach to on-the-go cooling, this wine bag can be carried by hand or over 
the shoulder. Its versatile design makes it the ideal gift for any wine enthusiast.

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 14.5”H x 5”W x 5”D 
Flattened: 14.5”H x 8”W x 1.25”D

CASE PACK  
6pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)
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Sophie
PKT-WW-SOP

Navy Buffalo
PKT-WW-NVB

FREEZABLE DOUBLE WINE BAG

FEATURES

• Gel-lined walls chills and protects 2 
750ml-1L bottles of wine, water or 
beer bottles for hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight

• Wide zip opening allows for fast 
packing

•  Front slip pocket allows for napkin and 
utensil storage or a bottle opener

• Webbed straps for easy carrying 
on the arm or shoulder

• Vertical design allows you to store 
drinks upright and avoid spills

• Internal gel divider provides 360˚ 
degree cooling for each bottle or can 
be folded to the back to hold more 
items

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 14.5”H x 9”W x 5.5”D 
Folded: 7.5”H x 9.25”W x 3”D

CASE PACK 
 
4pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

A shoulder wine bag designed with a gel divider provides 360˚ degree cooling making 
any gathering a celebration to remember.
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Charcoal
PKT-NS-CHA

Cobalt Blue
PKT-NS-CBB

FREEZABLE UTILITY 9-CAN COOLER

FEATURES

•   Gel-lined walls chill 9 12oz cans, 
6 12oz cans with a meal for 
hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Exterior zip pocket holds utensils, 
napkins, bottle openers, or other 
lunch items

• Top “skylight” mesh dry 
compartment can hold keys, phone, 
or extra lunch items that don’t need 
to stay cold 

• Includes adjustable shoulder strap 
and haul handle

• Collapses flat for compact storage 
and freezes overnight

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 8.5”H x 9.75”W x 7.25”D 
Flattened: 7.25”H x 10.5”W x 2”D

Meet the redesigned, game changing, soft-sided cooler made for work and play. This rugged can 
and bottle cooler doubles as a personal lunch bag, making this an easy option for meals on the go.  
There's even a top compartment where dry goods or loose items can be stored.

CASE PACK 
 
2pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray) 

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

Flex Bento™

FITS
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Charcoal 
PKT-ES-CHA

Cobalt Blue
PKT-ES-CBB

FREEZABLE UTILITY 18-CAN COOLER

FEATURES

•   Gel-lined walls chill 18 12oz Cans, 
12 12oz Cans with a meal for hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat for compact storage 
and freezes overnight

• Exterior zip pocket holds utensils, 
napkins, bottle openers, or other 
lunch items

• Top “skylight” mesh dry compartment 
can hold keys, phone, or extra lunch 
items that don’t need to stay cold 

• Includes adjustable shoulder strap 
and heavy-duty haul handle

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

DIMENSIONS 

Standing: 8.5”H x 11.5”W x 9.5”D 
Flattened: 9”H x 12”W x 2”D

Perfect for outdoor enthusiasts, this redesigned, spacious, rugged cooler is ideal for the beach, 
camping or large family meals on the go.  The top compartment can store loose items like keys, 
phones and other dry items.

CASE PACK  
2pc. case | product shelf ready 
(no tray)

Mod Snack Bento™

Mod Lunch Bento™

Flex Bento™

FITS
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Grocery skus are shipped in trays. Dimensions below reflect the total size of the tray, 
with product.

NEW PACKAGING

TRAYS

PACKAGING MATRIX

LUNCH BAG
Shelf ready

9.75"H x 8.5"W x 6.25"D

GROCERY BAG TRAY
6 piece case

7”H x 13”W x 15”D

CLASSIC LUNCH BOX
Shelf ready

8”H x 10”W x 4.5”D

GROCERY BAG
Tray included (6pc Tray)

7”H x 13”W x 15”D

HAMPTON LUNCH BAG 
Shelf ready

8”H x 10.5”W x 7.5”D

COMMUTER LUNCH BOX
Shelf ready

10.25”H x 8.75”W x 6”D 

EVERYDAY LUNCH BOX 
Shelf ready

7”H x 9.5”W x 7.5”D

SNACK BAG 
Shelf ready

5”H x 9”W x 4”D

SNACK BOX 
Shelf ready

5”H x 9”W x 4.5”D

3-IN-1 WAISTPACK 
Shelf ready

4.5"H x8.75"W x4.75"D

UTILITY 9-CAN COOLER
Shelf ready

8.5”H x 9.75”W x 7.25”D

UTILITY 18-CAN COOLER
Shelf ready

8.5”H x 11.5”W x 9.5”D 

Products stand on shelves and new hangtags allow convenient access to product information. 
Dimensions below reflect the measurements of each individual product for merchandising purposes.

WINE BAG
Shelf ready

13”H x 5”W x 5”D

DOUBLE WINE BAG
Shelf ready

14.5”H x 9”W x 5.5”D

NEW PACKAGING PACKAGING MATRIX  |  

Folded 
hangtag
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CUSTOMIZABLE 
BENTO CONTAINERS

One container, endless possibilities.

PackIt's new customizable bento containers 
are patent-pending modular systems that let 
you customize your lunch configuration each 
time you pack. Best of all, each streamlined, 
all-in-one container is designed to fit in PackIt 
freezable bags.
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MOD LUNCH BENTO™

FEATURES

• Includes 3 removable dividers

• Leak-resistant dividers slide and 
snap between ridges to separate food

• Leak-resistant lid locks to prevent 
spills

• Designed to fit in select PackIt 
Freezable Bags

• Tritan™ base is BPA free, shatter 
resistant and crystal clear

• Microwave safe (without lid) and 
freezer safe

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Dishwasher safe on top rack

DIMENSIONS 

7.25”H x 5”W x 2.75”D

CASE PACK 

4pc. case | product shelf ready  
( no tray)

Comparable in size to bento boxes, this container includes 3 removable dividers that wall off thick 
liquids and solids, letting you separate sensitive foods and create customized spaces. 

PACKAGING
Hang or display on shelf

8.25”H x 5”W x 2.75”D

Icy Blue
PKC-MD-ICY

Peony
PKC-MD-PEO

Mint
PKC-MD-MIN

Steel Gray
PKC-MD-STG
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MOD SNACK BENTO™

FEATURES

• Includes 1 removable divider

• Leak-resistant divider slide and snap 
between ridges to separate food

• Leak-resistant lid locks to prevent 
spills

• Designed to fit in select PackIt 
Freezable Bags

• Tritan™ base is BPA free, shatter 
resistant and crystal clear

• Microwave safe (without lid) and 
freezer safe

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Dishwasher safe on top rack

DIMENSIONS 

5”H x 5”W x 2.75”D

CASE PACK 

4pc. case | product shelf ready  
(no tray)

The snack container includes 1 removable divider that walls off thick liquids and solids, letting you 
separate sensitive foods and create customized spaces. 

Mint
PKC-MS-MIN

Steel Gray
PKC-MS-STG

Icy Blue
PKC-MS-ICY

Peony
PKC-MS-PEO

PACKAGING
Hang or display on shelf

6”L x 5”W x 2.75”D
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MOD LUNCH BENTO™

FEATURES

• Includes 2 flexible removable dividers 
that slide onto posts to separate food

• Removable dip cup stores dressings, 
sauces and dips

• Leak-resistant lid locks to prevent 
spills

• Designed to fit in select PackIt 
Freezable Bags

• Tritan™ base is BPA free, shatter 
resistant and crystal clear

• Microwave safe (without lid) and 
freezer safe

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Dishwasher safe on top rack

DIMENSIONS 

6.3”H x 9.3”W x 2.25”D

CASE PACK 

4pc. case | product shelf ready  
(no tray)

This interactive container brings fun and creativity to packing lunch. It includes 2 easy-to-use 
flexible dividers that can be bent to tailor the space to exact your needs and 1 dip cup for 
dressings, sauces and dips. 

Lime Punch
PKC-FX-LIM

Ripe Raspberry
PKC-FX-RPR

Tropical Blue
PKC-FX-TRB

PACKAGING
Hang or display on shelf

7.3”H x 9.3”L x 2.25”D


